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The Current and Leading Indices - July 2006
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Bay State Outpaces U.S. in 2nd Quarter
Slower Growth Predicted for Rest of 2006

The Massachusetts Current
Economic Index for June was
162.0, up 3.6 percent from
May (at an nual rates) and
up 3.2 percent from June of
last year. The Current Index
is normalized to 100 in July
1987 and is calibrated to
grow at the same rate as
Massachusetts real gross
state product over the 1978–
2003 period.

The Massachusetts Leading
Economic Index for June was
2.5 percent and the three-

month average for April through June was 2.7 percent. Because the Leading Index is a
forecast of the growth in the Current Index over the next six months, expressed at an an
nual rate, it indicates that the economy is expected to grow at an an nualized rate of 2.5
percent over the next six months (through December). Because of monthly fluctuations in
the data on which the index is based, the three-month average of 2.7 percent may be a
more reliable indicator of near-term growth.

The state’s economy expanded solidly in the second quarter at an an nual rate of 3.7
percent, surpassing the growth in the U.S. economy of 2.5 percent for the same period. In
the first quarter, real gross state product is estimated to have expanded at a (revised) 3.3
percent rate, versus 5.6 percent for the nation. In the fourth quarter of last year, state
gross product is estimated to have grown at a 2.8 percent an nual rate, compared to 1.8
percent nationally.

Payroll employment has expanded as fast in
Massachusetts as in the nation as a whole over the
last nine months (September through June), at a
1.2 percent an nual rate. And if the second quarter
trend holds up, it may be expanding even faster
now. Payroll employment in Massachusetts in the
second quarter grew at a 1.5 percent an nual rate
versus 1.2 percent nationwide. Many of the new
jobs have been technology-related, as
Massachusetts has benefited from both a worldwide
resurgence in the demand for information
technology products, as well as its education and
skill advantage in medical science and knowledge-
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based services.

The Leading Index suggests that growth will cool
somewhat over the rest of 2006. The factors
responsible for this expected state slowdown are
the same as those affecting the nation: inflation
spurred by high energy prices and rising wages,
jittery equity markets, rising interest rates, a slowdown in consumer spending related to
these factors and a slowing housing market. Two indicators of Massachusetts consumer
spending, regular sales taxes and motor vehicle sales taxes, suggest that consumer
spending has softened more here than in the United States as a whole.

The 10 indicators that comprise the Leading Index do not usually move in tandem.
Typically, some may indicate an expectation of faster-than-average growth, while at the
same time others may indicate an expectation of slower-than-average growth. The
following table accounts for the contributions of each towards faster or slower growth than
the long-term trend of 3.4 percent. The index value is their sum.

In June, two indicators
contributed to a forecast
of above-trend growth:
total nonagricultural
employment and the
unemployment rate. Eight
indicators contributed to
below-trend growth:
withholding taxes, sales
taxes, consumer
confidence (for
Massachusetts), the
interest rate spread
between 10-year and
three-month U.S.
Treasury securities, the
Bloomberg stock index for
Massachusetts, initial
unemployment claims,
construction employment,
and motor vehicle sales
taxes.

For April through June, two indicators contributed to a forecast of above-trend growth:
total nonagricultural employment and the unemployment rate. Seven indicators contributed
to below-trend growth: withholding taxes, sales taxes, consumer confidence (for
Massachusetts), the interest rate spread between 10-year and three-month U.S. Treasury
securities, the Bloomberg stock index for Massachusetts, initial unemployment claims, and
motor vehicle sales taxes. One indicator, construction employment, contributed to average-
trend growth.
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Several recent months of the indices are revised each release. These revisions are a result
of the statistical method used to create the index, as well as revisions in the underlying
indicators.

Alan Clayton-Matthews 7/28/06

All of the indicators except interest rates refer to Massachusetts. The Current Index is
composed of four indicators: non-agricultural employment, withholding taxes, sales taxes,
and the unemployment rate. The Leading Index includes these four current indicators, plus
the other six (leading) indicators in the contributions table. All of the indicators are as of
June, except the interest rate spread and the Bloomberg stock index, which are through
July 25. The MassInsight Consumer Confidence Index for Massachusetts has replaced the
Conference Board’s Consumer Confidence Index for New England as a leading indicator. The
MassInsight Index is released every third month. Intervening months are interpolated. The
values for May and June are extrapolated from the MassInsight release for April, using
changes in the U.S. Consumer Confidence Index from the Conference Board.

For a description of the methodology used to construct these indices, see: Alan Clayton-
Matthews and James H. Stock, “An application of the Stock/Watson index methodology to
the Massachusetts economy”, Journal of Economic and Social Measurement, vol. 25
(1998/1999), pp. 183-233.
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